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"INTERFACE"

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to interfaces for providing a supply of pressurised gas to

a recipient via the nasal passages. The invention may be included in appliances that also

supply gas to the oral passages, for example by incorporation into a broader full face mask.

SUMMARY OF THE PRIOR ART

The prior art includes a wide variety of interfaces for supplying gases to a recipient.

The following are examples.

The prior art includes a nasal mask that can be used for supplying gases to a recipient.

The nasal mask includes a perimeter seal that seals across, down each cheek alongside the

nose and along the surface of the upper lip. The entire enclosed space is pressurised and the

recipient may inhale the pressurised gas from the enclosed space. An example is the Flexifϊ t

405 nasal mask sold by Fisher & Paykel Healdicare.

The prior art includes a full face mask. The full face mask includes a perimeter seal

that extends across the bridge of the nose downward along each cheek beside the nose to the

jaw and along the jaw below the lower lip. The perimeter thereby encloses both the nose and

mouth. The entire space within the mask frame is pressurised. The recipient may breathe the

pressurised gas from the space through either the nose or mouth. An example is the Flexifϊ t

431 interface sold by Fisher & Paykel Healthcare.

The prior art includes an oral interface including an oral appliance that fits within the

user's mouth. An example is the Fisher & Paykel Healthcare Oracle interface.

The prior art includes a nasal pillows interface in which headgear retains a soft plenum

in the vicinity of the user's nose. A pair of flexible protrusions engage against the nares of the

recipient. Typically, the protrusions are able to axially compress and have a lateral freedom of

movement relative to the supporting cushion. An example is the ResMed Swift nasal pillows

interface.

The prior art includes a nasal cannula interface. The nasal canal interface includes a

plenum portion that rests against the upper lip of the user and a pair of prongs. Each prong

extends into the nostril of the user. An example is the Nasal-Aire interface made by Innomed.

Interfaces such as these are frequendy used for delivering pressurised gases to a person

being treated for obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) or other sleep disorders. These users typically

wear the interface in a home sleeping environment. Comfort and effective sealing even under

conditions of patient movement are major considerations.



The term "comprising" as used in this specification means "consisting at least in part

of. When interpreting each statement in this specification that includes the term

"comprising", features other than that or those prefaced by the term may also be present.

Related terms such as "comprise" and "comprises" are to be interpreted in the same manner.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An object of the present invention is to provide an interface which will at least provide

the industry and users with useful choice.

In a first aspect the invention consists in a patient interface comprising a supple

envelope, bag or balloon, with an air supply aperture and a pair of protruding nostril locators

protruding from the envelope, each nasal locator including an oudet aperture, the envelope,

bag or balloon inflating under internal pressure from a pressurised gases supply and when

pressed against the face of a user, creating a seal with the nose or face of the user in addition

to any seal provided by the nasal locators.

According to a further aspect the envelope has at least two integral connectors to attach a

head strap to the envelope.

According to a further aspect the interface includes a frame having a gases inlet for

connection with a gases supply conduit and a gases outlet including a protruding lip, where the

gases supply aperture of the envelope is engaged or engagable over the protruding lip of the

frame.

According to a further aspect the frame has at least two integral connectors to attach a

head strap to the frame.

According to a further aspect the frame includes a strap to stabilise the envelope, the

strap extending above the frame.

According to a further aspect the strap is integrally formed with the frame.

According to a further aspect the strap is separate to the frame yet fastened to said

frame.

According to a furdier aspect the envelope includes an elongate strip integrally formed

in the envelope to stabilise the envelope, the strip extending in an arc above the frame.

According to a further aspect the envelope, when inflated without stretch, will not

pass through a circular aperture of 40mm diameter without contact.

According to a further aspect the envelope collapses when not inflated.



According to a further aspect the envelope or the body of the envelope, in use, forms

a substantially continuous seal against the user's nose and face that surrounds the nostril

locators.

According to a further aspect the envelope wraps completely about the user's nose.

According to a further aspect the envelope has side portions that extend completely

about the sides of the user's nose and at least partially over the user's cheeks.

According to a further aspect the envelope has a cut out in the nasal bridge region of

the user.

According to a further aspect wherein, in use, the side wall of the envelope rolls to

accommodate movement of the mask frame relative to the nose, wherein rolls means that the

portion of the envelope adjacent to the frame reduces at one side and extends at the other,

and the corresponding portions adjacent the face extend at one side and reduce at the other.

According to a further aspect the envelope allows for this movement in any direction

relative to the nose.

According to a further aspect the envelope allows for a roll of at least 10mm without

exposing the nostril locators.

According to a further aspect substantially the entire envelope, except for a region

immediately adjacent and including the nostril locators and immediately adjacent and including

the inlet opening, is supple, and the region immediately adjacent and including the area

immediately adjacent the inlet opening has any suitable stiffness.

According to a further aspect the region immediately adjacent the inlet opening is

stiffer than the rest of the envelope.

According to a further aspect the region immediately adjacent the nostril locators is

stiffer than the rest of the envelope.

According to a further aspect a connector is engaged with or formed in the interface

frame.

According to a further aspect the interface includes a short length of supple breathing

conduit that is connectable to die frame.

According to a further aspect die interface includes a including a short length of

breathable conduit that is connectable to the frame.

According to a further aspect the interface includes a lanyard or tether connected to a

length of breathing conduit connected to the frame.



According to a further aspect the lanyard or tether is connected to the conduit at a

location between 1Ocm and 50cm from the frame.

According to a further aspect the interface includes a frame supporting the envelope,

the frame including at least one soft or flexible portion at the perimeter.

According to a further aspect the frame includes at least a pair of extended support

members at the perimeter, the support members located either side of the frame such that

they may, but do not necessarily, contact portions of die face of the user in use.

According to a further aspect the interface includes at least one strap extending from

one side portion of the frame to the other side portion of die frame, the strap being sufficient

to pass around the back of the head of the user.

According to a further aspect the strap is adjustable in length.

According to a further aspect each end of the strap is bifurcated and the two limbs of

the bifurcated end connect to the side portion of the frame at spaced apart locations.

According to a further aspect die interface includes a bias flow oudet in one or more

of the envelope, a frame or connector.

According to a further aspect the envelope is inflated and holds its shape against the

force of gravity with an elevated internal pressure equivalent to 3cm H2O.

In a further aspect the invention consists in an interface that includes an inflatable

envelope (that could also be referred to as a bag or balloon) having a supple wall structure.

The inflatable envelope has a pair of locating protrusions that engage in the nostrils of the

user. The locating protrusions supply gases flow to die user from inside the envelope. The

envelope is so supple, and of sufficient dimension and shape, that when the inflated envelope

is pressed against the face of a user, with the locating protrusions engaged in the nostrils of

the user, the envelope contacts the surfaces of the user's face (the nose, the upper lip and the

cheeks) and provides a seal.

To those skilled in the art to which the invention relates, many changes in

construction and widely differing embodiments and applications of the invention will suggest

tiiemselves without departing from the scope of the invention as defined in the appended

claims. The disclosures and the descriptions herein are purely illustrative and are not intended

to be in any sense limiting.

In this specification where reference has been made to patent specifications, other

external documents, or other sources of information, this is generally for the purpose of

providing a context for discussing the features of the invention. Unless specifically stated

otherwise, reference to such external documents is not to be construed as an admission that



such documents, or such sources of information, in any jurisdiction, are prior art, or form part

of the common general knowledge in the art.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Preferred forms of the interface will be described with reference to the accompanying

drawings. One exemplary form will be described with reference to Figures 1 and 2.

Behavioural and sealing characteristics of this example will be described with reference to

Figures 3 to 5. Additional examples of the form of the inflating envelope will be described

with reference to Figures 6 to 8. An additional example of an interface with an alternative

frame is described with reference to Figure 9. A further example of an interface with an

alternative envelope and frame is described with reference to Figures 10 to 12.

Figure 1 is a view from above of an example interface including inflatable envelope,

supporting frame, and straps.

Figure 2 is an illustration showing the interface of Figure 1 in position on the head of

a user.

Figures 3A to 3D are a sequence of illustrations showing inflation of the inflatable

envelope. Figure 3A shows the seal limp and deflated. Figures 3B and 3C show the envelope

with progressively greater inflation. Figure 3D shows the envelope inflated.

Figures 4A to 4C show how the envelope retains a seal despite substantial vertical

movement. Figure 4A shows an intended position on the user's face. Figure 4B shows a less

than ideal position that might occur if the frame was moved upward. Figure 4C shows a less

than ideal position that might occur if the frame was moved downward.

Figures 5A to 5C show how the envelope retains a seal despite substantial lateral

movement. Figure 5A shows an intended position on the user's face. Figure 5B shows a less

than ideal position that might occur if the frame was moved to the user's right. Figure 5C

shows a less than ideal position that might occur if the frame was moved to the user's left.

Figures 6A to 6E show views of a number of interface variations. The interface

variations include variation of the shape of the envelope and the shape of the nasal locators.

Figures 7A to 7E show views of a number of interface variations. The interface

variations include variation of the shape of the envelope and the shape of the nasal locators.

Figures 8A to 8G show views of a number of interface variations. The interface

variations include variation of the shape of the envelope, which are illustrated relative to

features of a user's face.

Figure 9 shows an interface with an alternative frame with a stabilising strap.



Figures 10 and 11 show views of a further embodiment of an interface with an

inflatable envelope and frame. The envelope is shaped to wrap around the user's nose in use.

Figure 12 shows the envelope of Figures 10 and 11 with the frame removed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present invention provides an interface that includes an inflatable envelope (that

could also be referred to as a bag or balloon) having a supple wall structure. The inflatable

envelope has a pair of locating protrusions that engage in the nostrils of the user. The locating

protrusions supply gases flow to the user from inside the envelope. The envelope is so supple,

and of sufficient dimension and shape, that when the inflated envelope is pressed against the

face of a user, with the locating protrusions engaged in the nostrils of the user, the envelope

contacts the surfaces of the user's face (the nose, the upper lip and the cheeks) and provides a

seal.

One example of the interface will be described in detail. Many variations are possible

to both the seal part of the interface and to the supporting frame and straps. For example the

seal part of the interface could be supported by the type of frames and straps that have been

described previously for use with nasal masks, or nasal pillows interfaces. Though not

explicidy described these variations are within the scope of die present invention. Many

variations on the shape of the envelope and the shape of the nasal locators are also possible

without departing from die intended scope of the present invention. Some variations are

illustrated in Figures 6 to 8.

Figure 1 is a view from above of an example interface including inflatable envelope,

supporting frame, and straps. Figure 2 is an illustration showing the interface of Figure 1 in

position on the head 202 of a user.

The interface includes a seal body 100. The seal body 100 includes a supple envelope

102. When inflated the supple envelope 102 has a general blob shape with a substantially

uniform aspect ratio. The envelope has a low wall diickness. The envelope is formed from a

material having sufficient elasticity and yield strength that the combination renders the

envelope supple. The envelope is capable of repeated drastic deformations without failure.

Possible materials include latex, vinyl, silicone and polyurethane. Typically wall thickness

would be below 0.5mm and could be lower than 0.2mm.

The seal body includes a pair of nostril locators 104 protruding from the envelope.

Preferably the nostril locators are formed integral with the envelope. Each nostril locator

includes an oudet aperture for supplying gas from inside the envelope to a user wearing the

interface.



The seal body may broadly be shaped to have a sidewall 108 and a seal surface 110.

The sidewall 108 extends all around the body. In use either or both of the sidewall 108 and the

seal surface 110 may press against surfaces of the user's face to form a seal that conforms

around the nose and surrounds the nostril locators. The nostril locators may or may not be

formed to also seal with the nostrils of the user.

The seal body 100 includes an inlet opening at the base, approximately opposite the

nostril locators 104.

The seal body may be formed, for example, by coating over a male mould. Coating

may be performed by spraying the desired material over the male mould in a sequence of

coats, or by dipping the male mould into a bath of the desired material one or more times to

build up the desired thickness. Apertures in the seal body (for example for the outlet apertures

in the nostril locators) may be subsequendy cut. The seal body may be pressure tested prior to

cutting the apertures.

A substantial extent of die seal body or envelope is supple. This is except for a region

immediately adjacent and including die nostril locators and immediately adjacent and including

the inlet opening. These areas must have some shape and can be of any suitable stiffness. It

is preferred that these areas are stiffer and as such they may be formed of a thicker material, or

simply formed thicker in the same material as the rest of the envelope.

The envelope may be so supple that when not pressurised with gases the envelope,

bag or balloon hangs limp and does not hold its shape. However, in some embodiments it is

required that the envelope retain some shape when not in use (not pressurised). Therefore,

the envelope may have some natural shape. For an example, see the embodiment of Figures

10 to 12.

The seal body 100 is supported by a frame 112. The inlet opening of the seal body is

fitted to the frame, or direcdy to a conduit extending through the frame.

The frame 112 is preferably a minimal design to provide litde visual obstructions,

allowing a clear field of view and allowing the user to wear glasses while wearing the interface.

Preferably the frame is formed from an elastomeric material. This allows the frame to flex to

confirm slightly to the user's face, while still providing support for the seal body to keep the

seal effectively against the face and around the nose of the user.

The frame may be formed by injection moulding, preferably from an elastomeric

material such as silicone or polyurediane. However, more rigid materials may be used.

The frame presses the inflated seal body against the face of the user right out to the

periphery of the frame. For example a nasal ridge of the frame may press the uppermost



periphery 200 of the compressed seal against the ridge 216 of the nose of the user. Side

peripheral portions of the frame press side peripheral portions of the seal body against the

lower cheeks of the user.

The preferred frame includes connection points for connecting straps 126 to the

frame. The strap attachment points provide for anchoring the straps, and preferably for

adjusting the strap lengths.

In other forms the envelope may include integral strap attachment points. These

attachments may be points on the surface of the envelope. However, they could be integral

straps or wings formed in the envelope that extend out either side of the envelope. The strap

attachment points are similar to those described above in Figure 1 or 2, but formed on the

envelope.

The interface is intended to be supported by a single strap 128 passing around the

back of the head. To improve stability of die frame on the face the straps 126 are bifurcated at

the forward ends of strap 128. Each end of strap 128 divides at location 134 into an upper

strap 130 and a lower strap 132. The straps may be formed from an elastic or elastomeric

material. For example suitable strap materials may include a woven elastic strip or a narrow

strip of foam and fabric, such as Breathoprene 1M. The strap extending around the back of the

head provides pressure on the mask and helps seal the envelope to the user's face.

The connection points on the frame may include lower connection points 122 for

receiving lower strap ends 132, and upper connection points 120 for receiving upper strap

ends. The connection between frame and strap may be by any suitable buckle, strap bar or

clip. In the illustrated embodiment the connection points are provided- close to the extreme

side limits of the frame.

In the illustrated embodiment of Figures 1 and 2 the frame includes laterally extended

supporting arms 124 that can press on the lower cheek portions 214 of the user, possibly

outside the periphery of the seal body. The side arms 124 are flexible, but stiffer than the seal

body or straps.

The lower strap connection points are preferably provided at the extreme ends of the

supporting arms.

The support arms may be provided with some cushioning on their inside surface to

contact the user's face. The cushioning could be formed from silicone or from a foam

material.

A web 218 of elastic material may span between the flexible support arms 214 and the

upper connection points 122. The web provides support to the inflated envelope, pushing it



against the face to create a mobile seal in the side peripheral region. The web may be thin

relative to the rest of the mask frame.

A flexible tube 114 extends from the frame 112. The flexible tube delivers breathable

gas. The distal end of the flexible tube 114 connects to the main CPAP delivery tube 212, for

example at connector 210. The flexible tube 114 is preferably made of breathable material

such as that tube construction described in US6,769,431 and US7,140,366, except the tube 114

is an inspiratory conduit not expiratory limb. The contents of US6,769,431 and US7,140,366

of Fisher & Paykel Healthcare Limited are incorporated herein by reference.

A lanyard 204 may be connected to the distal end of the flexible tube 114, the

connector 210 or the delivery tube 212. The lanyard is to be connected to the body of the user

of the interface. For example the lanyard may be worn around the neck 206 of the user. The

lanyard carries the weight of the main delivery tube allowing less pressure to hold the interface

in place. This may allow a single head strap to hold the interface in place.

The lanyard may connect to the conduit, for example, by a clip 208 that clips into a

corrugation of the conduit. Preferably the lanyard or tether is connected to the conduit at a

location between 10cm and 50cm from the frame.

A connector 116 may connect the tube and the frame. The connection mechanism

may be any suitable connection. This could include a snap fit, hooks in to the silicone, keyhole

inserts, over moulding, insert moulding, screw attachments or gluing, or any combination.

The connector 116 may include a limited flow outlet (or bias flow oudet) 220 for

providing gas washout from the interface. The oudet 220 may be in the form of a collection of

small apertures in the connector. Internally the connector may include a funnel or extension

leading from the vent into the mouth of the envelope.

The frame may have any suitable arrangement for securing the envelope. An example

is an annular wall extending from the inside of the frame around the perimeter of an opening

that extends to the connector 116. The wall includes an outwardly extending lip. The inlet

opening of the envelope engages over the outwardly extending lip of the wall. The inlet

opening of the envelope is preferably stretched to fit over the lip. The inlet opening of the

envelope may be provided with a thickened or reinforced wall section, for example by rolling

up an extended section of the envelope.

Alternatively the envelope may be fitted with one part of a connector (for example by

adhesive or over moulding), and the frame of the end of the conduit may include a

complimentary connector portion.



The frame could be varied substantially and still provide suitable support for the

inflatable envelope. The frame could include fewer or additional supporting arms against the

face. The frame could incorporate rigid bodies to provide better support. The frame could

incorporate a swivel or ball joint for the flexible conduit to allow rotation through different

angles and orientations. The frame could include mechanisms to adjust size or shape or both

to different users. The frame could support more than one inflatable envelope.

The interface could include more straps to provide support around the user's head.

The frame and straps could be moulded from a continuous body of elastomeric material.

Figures 3A to 3D are a sequence of illustrations showing inflation of the inflatable

envelope.

Figure 3A shows the seal 300 limp and deflated. The side wall and seal portion of the

seal body are collapsed toward the inlet perimeter 308.

Figures 3B shows the envelope 302 slightly inflated.

Figures 3C shows the envelope 304 further inflated.

Figure 3D shows the envelope 306 inflated to substantially the final form in which the

internal pressure supports the shape against the effect of gravity. This shows the nostril

locators 104 protruding and aligned, ready for positioning in the user's nostrils as the first step

in donning die interface.

When inflated without stretch the envelope will not pass through a circular aperture of

40mm diameter without contact.

When the envelope is inflated it holds its shape with an internal pressure equivalent to

3cm H2O .

The next stage in donning the interface is to press the frame toward the face to

compress the seal body around the region of the nose. The user then passes the strap over

their head to hold the frame in place, pressing against the seal body.

In use the frame may move relative to the head of the user. This may result from

movements of the user during sleep changing the shape of their face or the orientation (and

therefore gravity effects) of the interface, forces on the conduit connected to the interface

tugging at the frame, or forces directly applied to the frame or straps.

Figures 4A to 4C show how the envelope retains a seal despite substantial vertical

movement of the frame relative to the head. The wall thickness of the seal body is exaggerated

for clarity. The seal is retained by the seal body conforming to the user's face to retain a

sealing area. The seal body conforms to the user's face due to the suppleness and extent of the



envelope, together with the treatment pressure inside the seal body pressing the seal body

against the facial contours.

Figure 4A shows an intended position 402 of the seal body relative to the user's face.

The position and orientation of the frame (which is not shown) is indicated by the inlet 400 of

the seal body. The upper seal portion 424 of the seal body is wrapped around the tip of the

nose 4 18. The lower seal portion 422 of the seal body is pressed against the upper lip of the

user.

Figure 4B shows a less than ideal position 404 of the seal body relative to the user that

might occur if the frame was moved upward as indicated by arrow 408. The more ideal

position 402 is shown in ghost for comparison. The upper wall seal and wall portion 428 has

rolled upward. The seal now extends to a higher location 416 on end of the nose. The lower

wall seal portion 426 has pealed somewhat away from the upper lip of the user, but the

abundant supple material still maintains a seal just below the nose at 414.

Figure 4C shows a less than ideal position 406 of the seal body relative to the user that

might occur if the frame was moved downward as indicated by arrow 410. The more ideal

position 402 is shown in ghost for comparison. The upper seal portion 432 has rolled upward,

pealing way from the tip of the nose, but the abundant supple material still maintains a seal at

420. The lower wall seal portion 430 now covers the upper lip, and maintains a seal at 412.

Figures 5A to 5C show how the envelope retains a seal despite substantial lateral

movement of the frame relative to the head. The wall thickness of the seal body is exaggerated

for clarity. The seal is retained by the seal body conforming to the user's face to retain a

sealing area. The seal body conforms to the user's face due to the suppleness and extent of the

envelope, together with the treatment pressure inside the seal body pressing the seal body

against the facial contours.

Figure 5A shows an intended position 500 of the seal body relative to the user's face.

The position and orientation of the frame (which is not shown) is indicated by the inlet 400 of

the seal body. The left and right side seal body portions 510 and 520 respectively cover the

cheeks to an equal extent on each side of the nose.

Figure 5B shows a less than ideal position 502 that might occur if the frame was

moved to the user's right, as indicated by arrow 506. The left side portion 510 of the seal has

peeled away from the face at region 526, but still retains a seal in the region of the nares. The

right side portion of the seal has rolled out to cover additional area 522 of the right cheek of

the user.



Figure 5C shows a less than ideal position 504 that might occur if the frame was

moved to the user's right, as indicated by arrow 508 The right side poition of the seal has

peeled away from the face at region 524, but still retains a seal in the region of the nares. The

left side portion 510 of the seal has rolled out to cover additional area 512 of the left cheek of

the user

One inflating seal according to the present invention has been particularly described

above. A range of variations, that is by no means the limit of variation within the scope of the

invention, are illustrated in Figures 5 to 8. These variations display a range of individual

features that may be selected and combined in many combinations. The combinations

illustrated are selected only for exemplification and other combinations are also possible.

Figures 6A to 6E show views of a number of interface variations The interface

variations include variation of the shape of the envelope and the shape of the nasal locators.

The seal body of Figure 6A includes nasal locators that are shaped to locate in the

nares The locators 600 include a bulge 602 between where they join the envelope and their

outlet ends. The bulge helps secure the locators within the nares on inflation with internal air

pressure. The narrower base where they join the envelope increases flexibility

The seal body of Figure 6B includes nasal locators that are shaped to locate against the

nares The locators 604 include a flange between where they join the envelope and then: outlet

ends. The flange is broader than the nares opening and presses against the lower surfaces of

the nose. The flange is pressed against the nares by inflation with internal air pressure. The

narrower base where they join the envelope increases flexibility. The narrower tip portion 608

locates inside the nares to locate the seal body.

The seal body of Figure 6C includes nasal locators 614 that are shaped to locate in the

nares. The locators 614 include an alternating series of gussets 616 and ridges 618 adjacent

their outlet ends The gussets assist the locators to expand on inflation with internal air

pressure.

The seal body of Figure 6D includes nasal locators that are shaped to locate in the

nares. The locators 620 have a wide base 624 adjacent the envelope and taper to a narrow tip

622 The narrow tip allows for an easy fit into the nares The flared base portion 624 provides

a comfortable transition to seal in the nares.

The seal body of Figure 6D also illustrates the possibility of providing one or more

areas 634 of the envelope shaped to deform in a controlled manner when the seal is

compiessed against the user's face by the frame Preferably these areas deform in a predictable

way that assists the seal to maintain seal as the frame moves relative to the face.



The seal body of Figure 6E includes nasal locators that are shaped to locate in the

nares. The locators 626 include a bulge 628 between where they join the envelope and their

outlet ends. The bulge helps secure the locators within the nares on inflation with internal air

pressure. The narrower base 632 where they join the envelope increases flexibility. The

locators 626 also include one or more gussets 630 to assist the locators to expand when inside

the nostrils.

The seal bodies of Figures 6C to 6D have a substantially triangular seal surface 610 to

increase the amount of supple seal material available to cover the user's nose. The seal bodies

of Figures 6A and 6B have a more oblong or oval shaped seal surface.

Figures 7A to 7E show views of a number of interface variations. The interface

variations include variation of the shape of the envelope and the shape of the nasal locators.

The seal body 700 of Figure 7A includes nasal locators that are shaped to locate in and

against the nares. The locators 720 have a wide flange 722 adjacent the envelope and taper to a

narrower tip. The tip fits into the nares. The flared portion 722 presses against the lower

surfaces of the nose. The nasal locator may have a short stalk recessed inside the envelope.

The stalk provides flexibility.

The seal body 702 of Figure 7B includes nasal locators that are shaped to locate in and

against the nares. The locators 724 have a wide flange 726 adjacent the envelope and taper to a

narrower tip. The tip of locator 724 is narrower than the tip of locator 720 of Figure 7A. The

narrow tip fits into the nares. The flared portion 722 presses against the lower surfaces of the

nose. The nasal locator may have a short stalk recessed inside the envelope. The stalk provides

flexibility.

The seal body 704 of Figure 7C is like the seal body of Figure 6D except for an ovoid

form rather than a triangular form. The locators 730 have a wide base adjacent the envelope

and taper to a narrow tip. The narrow tip allows for an easy fit into the nares. The flared base

portion provides a comfortable transition to seal in the nares.

The seal body 706 of Figure 7D includes nasal locators that are shaped to locate in the

nares. The locators 712 are gentry flared to their base. The locators 712 have oval outlet

apertures 716, which match the typical anatomic shape of the nostril entrance. The ovals may

be angled relative to each other. The flared base portion may be steeper on the inward facing

wall and than the outward wall.

The seal body 708 of Figure 7E is like that of Figure 7D. The nasal locators that are

shaped to locate in the nares. The locators 714 are gently flared to their base. The locators 718

have oval outlet apertures 716, which match the typical anatomic shape of the nostril entrance



for a larger nose. The ovals may be angled relative to each other. The flared base portion may

be steeper on the inward facing wall and than the outward wall.

The seal body of Figure 7C also illustrates the possibility of providing one or more

areas 728 of the envelope shaped to deform in a controlled manner when the seal is

compressed against the user's face by the frame. Preferably these areas deform in a predictable

way that assists the seal to maintain seal as the frame moves relative to the face.

The seal bodies of Figures 7D and 7E have a substantially triangular seal surface 710

to increase the amount of supple seal material available to cover the user's nose. The seal

bodies of Figures 7A to 7C have a more oblong or oval shaped seal surface.

Figures 8A to 8G show views of a number of interface variations. The interface

variations include variation of the shape of the envelope, which are illustrated relative to

features of a user's face, in the form they would take under compression by the interface

frame.

The envelope 800 of Figure 8A is shaped to have a smaller overall size which seals

generally around the bottom of the nose and the nares. The small minimal form still conforms

to the user's face due to the CPAP delivery pressure inside the body. However, the limited

lateral and vertical extent of the envelope means it will not retain seal through as large

displacement as others illustrated.

The envelope 802 of Figure 8B is shaped to have a larger overall size to encompass

more of the area around the nose. The larger extent of the envelope suggests it will retain seal

through larger displacements than the seal of Figure 8A.

The envelope 804 of Figure 8C is shaped to have a larger lateral size to accommodate

users with wider noses and provide more lateral support. The larger lateral extent 812 of the

envelope suggests it will retain the seal through larger lateral displacements than the seal of

Figure 8A. Also, the lack of seal over the user's nasal bridge 807 means there is no pressure

on the user's bridge, increasing the user's comfort in that area.

The envelope 805 of Figure 8D is shaped to be more upwardly extended, with a

definite protruding portion 814. The protruding portion 814 wraps over the nose tip and

around the sides of the nose to accommodate longer noses.

The envelope 806 of Figure 8E is sized to encompass the whole nose having more

vertical extent 816 and more lateral extent 818 than the envelope of Figure 8A. This envelope

may require a larger and more extensive frame to provide a wide seal.



The envelope 808 of Figure 8F includes a downwardly extending portion 820 that

covers the moth of the user. This downward extension may include an oral interface portion

for supplying therapy orally as well as, or instead of, nasally.

The envelope 810 of Figure 8G includes wing portions 822 that exemplify the

possibility that the seal body could provide cushioning under extended parts of the frame. For

example the wing portions could provide cushioning under the support members 124 of the

frame of Figure 1.

These variations of envelope shape and variations of nostril locating member are

provided for the purpose of illustrating a range of possibilities that could be applied to the

inflatable seal. The present invention is intended to encompass these and other variations that

may suggest themselves to the person skilled in the art.

Figure 9 shows a further alternative embodiment of an interface. The interface 900

has a seal body and supple envelope 901 of any of the embodiments described above.

The envelope 901 has a frame supporting it. The frame 902 cups about the envelope

901. Extending above the frame 902 and envelope 901 is a strap. The strap 903 further

stabilises the envelope 901. Particularly, the strap prevents the envelope extending out too far

from the user's face and causes the envelope to be pushed against the user's face and more

particularly the user's nose. The strap is made from a flexible material similar to that of the

frame, but can be made with any stiffness as required. Therefore, a more stiff material could

be used, or a substantially more flexible material than the frame.

The frame has bias flow holes 904 formed about a connector for the conduit,

providing gases to the interface. The bias flow holes 904 provide gas washout from the

interface.

A single head strap 905 extends about the user's head in use. The head strap 905

attaches on either side of the user's head to connectors 906, 907 formed in the frame. The

connectors 906, 907 are formed in laterally extending support arms 908, 909 of the frame.

In other forms the strap 903 may be formed in the envelope 901. In this form, the

strap is integrally formed in the envelope and provides additional stability to the envelope.

Therefore, in effect the integral strap forms an elongate strip in the envelope, the strip

extending in an arc above the frame.

Figures 10 to 12 show a further example of an interface with an inflatable envelope,

bag or balloon. The interface includes a seal body 1000. The seal body 1000 includes a supple

envelope 1001. The seal body 1000 has a curved shape to match the contours of a human

face. The seal body 1000 has an inner surface 1002 and an outer surface 1003. The inner



surface 1002 includes nostril locators 1004, 1005. The nostril locators 1004, 1005 each have

outlets to allow gases to pass to the user. In use, the inner surface 1002 presses against the

user's face and the nostril locators 1004, 1005 extend into or sit about the user's nostrils.

The seal body 1000 is shaped to wrap around the user's nose. The seal body 1000 has

side portions or wings 1006, 1007 that extend completely over the sides of the user's nose and

may also extend at least partially over the user's cheeks. The seal body 1000 is missing in the

region of the user's nasal bridge. So effectively, there is a cut out region 1008 in the seal body.

The cut out region 1008 means in use the seal body does not put pressure on the user's nasal

bridge region, a common area of complaint by users of interfaces that extend over a user's

nasal bridge.

The seal body 1000 includes an inlet opening 1009. The inlet opening 1009 is

opposite the nostril locators and receives a frame 1010. The frame 1010 is curved to match

the seal body and provides support to the seal body. The frame 1010 includes a connector

1011 that attaches in use to the tubing (for example tubing 114 as shown in Figures 1 and 2)

that receives pressurised gases for supply the user.

The frame 1010 is made from a plastics material. The plastics material may be a

flexible material or maybe a more rigid type material. For example, the frame may be made

from a polycarbonate. Or the frame could be made from a more flexible material such as

silicone.

In use, the interface of Figures 10 to 12 is supplied via tubing and the connector 1011

on the frame 1010 with pressurised gases. The gases inflate the seal body 1000 and cause it to

press against and about the user's nose. The nostril locators 1004, 1005 are caused to seal in

or about the user's nostrils and the pressurised gases pass through the locator oudets into the

user's nostrils.

The frame or seal body includes at least two strap connectors similar to those

described above. The connectors allow a head strap to be attached to the interface 1000. The

head strap will extend about the back of the user's head and provide additional tension on the

interface to help with die sealing of the interface on die user's face.

The seal body is made from a flexible material. Examples of possible materials include

latex, vinyl, silicone and polyurethane. In a preferred form the seal body's outer surface is

made from a thicker material than the inner surface. In this way the seal body has a better

ability to hold a predetermined shape.



WE CLAIM:

1. An interface comprising a supple envelope, bag or balloon, with an air supply aperture

and a pair of protruding nostril locators protruding from the envelope, each nasal locator

including an outlet aperture, the envelope, bag or balloon inflating under internal pressure

from a pressurised gases supply and when pressed against the face of a user, creating a seal

with the nose or face of the user in addition to any seal provided by the nasal locators.

2. An interface that includes an inflatable envelope having a supple wall structure, the

inflatable envelope having a pair of locating protrusions that engage in the nostrils of the

user, the locating protrusions supplying gases flow to the user from inside the envelope, and

wherein the envelope is so supple, and of sufficient dimension and shape, that when the

inflated envelope is pressed against the face of a user, with the locating protrusions engaged

in the nostrils of the user, the envelope contacts the surfaces of the user's face (the nose, the

upper lip and the cheeks) and provides a seal.

3. An interface as claims in claim 1 or 2 wherein the envelope has at least two integral

connectors to attach a head strap to the envelope.

4. An interface as claimed in claim 1 or 2 wherein the interface includes a frame having a

gases inlet for connection with a gases supply conduit and a gases outlet including a

protruding lip, where the gases supply aperture of the envelope is engaged or engagable over

the protruding lip of the frame.

5. An interface as claimed in claim 3 wherein the frame has at least two integral

connectors to attach a head strap to the frame.

6. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 5 wherein the frame includes a strap

to stabilise the envelope, the strap extending above the frame.

7. An interface as claimed in claim 6 wherein the strap is integrally formed with the

frame.

6. An interface as claimed in claim 6 wherein the strap is separate to the frame yet

fastened to said frame.



7. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 5 wherein the envelope includes an

elongate strip integrally formed in the envelope to stabilise the envelope, the strip extending in

an arc above the frame.

8. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 7 wherein the envelope, when

inflated without stretch, will not pass through a circular aperture of 40mm diameter without

contact.

9. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 8 wherein the envelope collapses

when not inflated.

10. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 9 wherein the envelope or the body

of the envelope, in use, forms a substantially continuous seal against the user's nose and face

that surrounds the nostril locators.

11. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 10 wherein the envelope wraps

completely about the user's nose.

12. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 11 wherein the envelope has side

portions that extend completely about the sides of die user's nose and at least partially over

the user's cheeks.

13. An interface as claimed in any one of claim 1 to 12 wherein the envelope has a cut out

in the nasal bridge region of the user.

14. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 10 wherein, in use, the side wall of

the envelope rolls to accommodate movement of the mask frame relative to the nose, wherein

rolls means that the portion of die envelope adjacent to the frame reduces at one side and

extends at the other, and the corresponding portions adjacent the face extend at one side and

reduce at the other.

15. An interface as claimed in claim 14 wherein the envelope allows for this movement in

any direction relative to the nose.



16. An interface as claimed in claim 14 or 15 wherein the envelope allows for a roll of at

least 10mm without exposing the nostril locators.

17. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 13 wherein substantially the entire

envelope, except for a region immediately adjacent and including the nostril locators and

immediately adjacent and including the inlet opening, is supple, and the region immediately

adjacent and including the area immediately adjacent the inlet opening has any suitable

stiffness.

18. An interface as claimed in claim 17 wherein the region immediately adjacent the inlet

opening is stiffer than the rest of the envelope.

19. An interface as claimed in claim 17 wherein the region immediately adjacent the nostril

locators is stiffer than the rest of the envelope.

20. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 19 wherein a connector is engaged

with or formed in the interface frame.

21. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 20 including a short length of supple

breathing conduit that is connectable to the frame.

22. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 20 including a short length of

breathable conduit that is connectable to the frame.

23. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 22 including a lanyard or tether

connected to a length of breathing conduit connected to the frame.

24. An interface as claimed in claim 23 where the lanyard or tether is connected to the

conduit at a location between 10cm and 50cm from the frame.

25. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 24 including a frame supporting the

envelope, the frame including at least one soft or flexible portion at the perimeter.



26. An interface as claimed in claim 25 wherein the frame includes at least a pair of

extended support members at the perimeter, the support members located either side of the

frame such that they may, but do not necessarily, contact portions of the face of the user in

use.

27. An interface as claimed in claim 25 or 26 including at least one strap extending from

one side portion of the frame to the other side portion of the frame, the strap being sufficient

to pass around the back of the head of the user.

28. An interface as claimed in claim 27 wherein the strap is adjustable in length.

29. An interface as claimed in claim 27 or 28 wherein each end of the strap is bifurcated

and the two limbs of the bifurcated end connect to the side portion of the frame at spaced

apart locations.

30. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 29 including a bias flow outlet in one

or more of the envelope, a frame or connector.

31. An interface as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 30 wherein the envelope is inflated

and holds its shape against the force of gravity with an elevated internal pressure equivalent to

3cm H2O .

32. An interface as described herein with reference to any of the accompanying figures.
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